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4 Legal information

This work outlines the basic principles of URL (User Require-

ments with Lego), an application of Lego Serious Play (as stated 

in the Open-source / <Introduction to Lego Serious Play> available 

on www.seriousplay.com/19483/HOW TO GET IT ) devoted to 

the design of online communication strategies and applications. 

URL, formerly known as Real Time Web (RTW), has been rele-

ased by the laboratories NewMinE and webatelier.net, Università 

della Svizzera italiana (University of Lugano, Switzerland) under 

a Creative Commons license Attribution Share Alike: 

see creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/ for license details.

You are free: 

 to Share – to copy, distribute and transmit the work 

 to Remix – to adapt the work

Under the following conditions:

Attribution – You must attribute the work in the manner 

specified by the author or licensor (but not in any way that 

suggests that they endorse you or your use of the work).  

Share Alike – If you alter, transform, or build upon this 

work, you may distribute the resulting work only under the 

same or similar license to this one. 

LiCense

trADemArKs

With the understanding that:

Waiver – Any of the above conditions can be waived if you 

get permission from the copyright holder.  

Public Domain – Where the work or any of its elements is 

in the public domain under applicable law, that status is in no 

way affected by the license.  

Other Rights – In no way are any of the following rights 

affected by the license:  

 - Your fair dealing or fair use rights, or other applicable 

  copyright exceptions and limitations; 

 - The author’s moral rights; 

 - Rights other persons may have either in the work itself or 

   in how the work is used, such as publicity or privacy rights. 

Notice – For any reuse or distribution, you must make clear 

to others the license terms of this work.

Lego and Serious Play are trademark by Lego company.  

LegoTM will be indicated simply as Lego; 

Serious PlayTM will be indicated simply as Serious Play; 

LegoTM Serious PlayTM will be indicated as 

Lego Serious Play or LSP. 
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This guide explains URL: User Requirements with Lego, a methodology 
to elicit user requirements for online communication applications.
This guide is addressed to online communication consultants, such as 
web agencies or freelancers, as well as to communication departments in 
large organizations. 
The guide explains what is URL and how to use it. It gives hints on why 
use URL with clients and helps in persuading them. 
URL is an application of Lego Serious Play (LSP), supports the require-
ment analysis and contributes in building the team. 
URL was developed at the laboratories NewMinE and webatelier.net, 
Faculty of Communication Sciences, Università della Svizzera italiana 
(University of Lugano, Switzerland) with the collaboration of trivioqua-
drivio and Kharta, and was formerly known as Real Time Web (RTW). 
In this document an overview of theories and practices behind URL is 
given, namely LSP and the Online Communication Model (OCM). 
URL is then presented in details, in particular what it is, what are the 
advantages in using it and its limitations. 
In the last chapter the methodology is explained, starting from the orga-
nization of an URL workshop, continuing with the phases of the work-
shop and including the report. 
This document is based on the manual (Open-source/<Introduction to 
Lego Serious Play>), available online at the address www.seriousplay.
com/19483/HOW TO GET IT.

introDUCtion

user
Typewritten Text

user
Typewritten Text

user
Typewritten Text
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This is a short introduction to Lego Serious Play, a tool developed by Lego 
to unlock innovation within a company. For further information about 
this methodology, please read the brochure Open-source/<Introduction 
to Lego Serious Play>.

In general, Lego Serious Play offers means for a group to:
•	 share	ideas,	assumptions	and	understandings
•	 engage	in	a	rich	dialogue	and	discussion
•	 work	out	meaningful	solutions	to	problems

During a structured process, participants use Lego bricks to create mo-
dels that express their thoughts, reflections and ideas. LSP is based on 
the assumption that everyone within an organization can contribute to 
the discussion, and help generating solutions. In fact, “LSP begins with 
the assumption that the answers are ‘already in the room’, and invites 
participants to ‘think with their hands’ to build their understandings” 
(Open-source/<Introduction to Lego Serious Play>). 

The main idea in LSP is developing a method that “gives your brain 
a hand”, i.e., that holistic thought, supported by doing together with 
reflecting instead of just thinking, can enhance understanding and cre-
ativity. In order to support creativity and expression, LSP leverages on 
Lego bricks, which have the following relevant features:
•	 simple	to	use	
•	 known	by	most	of	the	people	
•	 come	 in	 many	 shapes/colors	 and	 can	 often	 provide	 inspiration 
 for metaphors
•	 provide	ready-made	powerful	symbolic	pieces	
•	 can	be	built	into	simple	or	complex	forms
•	 are	used	in	many	different	cultures	

Lego serioUs PLAy 
URL - User Requirements with Lego
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In a LSP session, each activity is based on three steps: 
a. Creating a model
b. Attributing a metaphorical meaning to it
c. Sharing that meaning with the rest of the group as a story 
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URL: User Requirements with Lego is based on the Online Communi-
cation Model (OCM). OCM, formerly known as Website Communi-
cation Model (WCM) or coffee-shop approach, was developed by rese-
archers of webatelier.net. OCM describes the communicative elements 
of an online communication application, such as a website.
The Online Communication Model understands a web application as 
the interaction of people (managers / administrators and users) through 
a web application made of content and functionalities, within a larger 
environment. 
The OCM illustrates the areas of concern for designing, implementing, 
maintaining, promoting and evaluating an online communication ap-
plication. As presented in this Page, OCM is based on four main pillars: 
1. contents and services
2. technical instruments and user interface
3. people in charge of building, managing and promoting the website  
 and interact with users
4. people who access the website and use it
The competition arena around it represents the website’s environment: 
the context/world, with information competitors and other players. 
OCM allows stakeholders to share a clear idea of what they should  
create and suggests which are the main points that have to
be discussed during the workshop.
In this framework of understanding, 
the methodology here proposed 
involves every aspects of the Online 
Communication Model. 
For further information on OCM, 
please refer to Cantoni L., Tardini S. 
(2006). Internet. Routledge, London 
(UK) – New York (NY).

onLine CommUniCA-
tion moDeL

Contents
AnD 
serviCes

teChniCAL
instrUments
AnD User
interFACe

PeoPLe 
who 
ProDUCe,
UPDAte,
Promote, 
etC. 

PeoPLe 
who 
ACCess
AnD Usethe Context/worLD,

the reLevAnt inFo-mArKet
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URL: User Requirements with Lego is an application of Lego Serious 
Play (LSP). 
URL supports the definition of strategies in online communication, 
by helping in the elicitation of user requirements for web applications. 
In particular, URL helps in finding communicative requirements that 
usually do not emerge with other methodologies. For this reason, URL 
has to be intended as an additional methodology, used besides formal 
and structured strategies (such as interviews, focus groups, etc.) to find 
and define user requirements.
URL helps also in team building, yielding in few hours to share a com-
mon understanding of the online communication project. 

When thinking of strategies in online communication, e.g. when buil-
ding a new company website or redesigning an existing one, stakehol-
ders are often professionals coming from several company units: exe-
cutives, management, communication, corporate identity, marketing, 
sales, IT,… They should work in concert and agree on a common vi-
sion, strategy, and operative direction. Collaboration, discovery and ne-
gotiation of ideas at the early stage of design is known as requirements 
elicitation and analysis. At this stage, stakeholders should start develo-
ping and sharing basic design concepts, envisioning their application’s 
users, contents and goals.
In this context, capturing, understanding and expressing communi-
cative requirements for the design of web applications can be really a 
daunting task. 
URL is a method for eliciting the requirements and strategic design 
issues of web applications based on the use of Lego bricks. In URL, the 
playfulness approach supports the elicitation of non-analytical requi-
rements. URL follows the approach of Lego Serious Play, proposing a 

whAt is UrL
URL User Requirements with Lego

UrL – User requirements with Lego…

… is an application of  
 Lego Serious Play (LSP)

… supports the definition of strategies  
 in online communication

… helps in finding (hidden)  
 communicative requirements 

… has to be intended as an  
 additional methodology

…helps in team building
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Use UrL when

… you need to define online  
 communication strategies for  
 your (internal or external) client

… you want a playful method for  
 the elicitation of (hidden) user  
 requirements 

… you want to design  
 communication by  
 communicating

URL User Requirements with Lego

structured sequence of timed individual and collaborative activities, led 
by a facilitator. 
URL is an innovative and holistic method, which generates a shared 
and agreed-upon view of the target web application, which can be quic-
kly transformed into an initial design and can speed up the project.

ADvAntAges oF UrL

The use of URL offers several advantages when designing online com-
munication. URL is a powerful methodology that points out percep-
tions and ideas of every stakeholder. You may miss a lot of important 
issues that remain hidden when using only traditional methodologies 
for user requirements elicitation. URL is precise: it helps prioritize ne-
eds and requirements. Participants are requested to build up a single 
Lego model, to represent “an important” or “the most important” con-
tent/service/intended audience. They cannot just list many items, as it 
happens quite often during interviews and focus groups. People under-
stand that the more focused is the communication, the more effective 
and efficient it is. In this process, they are naturally driven to align 
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UrL – User requirements with Lego…

… is powerful and precise in (hidden)  
 user requirements elicitation

… works well in connection with other 
 methodologies

… helps in focusing communication

… could be fine-tuned

… promotes creativity

… enhances unpredictability

… is playful

… relaxes people

… boosts communication and team work

… helps mitigate power-related biases

… promotes a common shared  
 understanding of online  
 communication among key stakeholders

web communication requirements with corporate business goals. URL 
can be fine-tuned for specific needs or it can be integrated with other 
LSP modules. The experiences done so far indicate that this approach 
can be extremely powerful, especially when skillfully combined with 
analytical methods, in providing a more precise understanding of a web 
application’s requirements. According to the experience at webatelier.
net, it was like adding a third dimension to a painting: the scene gets 
richer and clearer, more complex, lively, and engaging.

URL fosters innovation by pushing workshop participants to be cre-
ative and to find out-of-the-box solutions for effective web communi-
cation. Often, stakeholders have a non-analytical approach when wor-
king on user requirements, while most methods force them into narrow 
formats. A bad tension emerges between stakeholders’ feelings and the 
analytical perspective of traditional conceptual tools for requirements 
analysis. URL helps in finding soft goals, by stimulating lateral thin-
king, encouraging people to explore wider scenarios, creating a relaxed 
environment where participants can freely express themselves, facilita-
ting in tearing down conventional barriers. URL pushes unpredictabi-
lity: while during interviews, people tend to be politically correct and 
say what they think the interviewer expects them to say, with URL they 
are spontaneous. 
Insights get through URL have proven to be different and complemen-
tary to those identified with more conventional methodologies. 

URL is playful. Capitalizing on the advantages of previous practi-
ces and research work, URL approach systematically bridges the gap 
between current methods for web communication requirements and 
an emerging family of design techniques focusing on active participa-
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tion of stakeholders in building and sharing meaning through playful 
artifacts. The playful experience of URL pushes people into a creative 
and constructive mood. Stakeholders feel less constrained, and dare 
exploring wider scenarios. 

URL boosts communication and team work
Thanks to its playful aspect, URL helps mitigate power-related bia-
ses. Following the structure of activities, participants can freely express 
themselves (“everybody has a voice”): there is no risk of just copying or 
approving boss’ ideas. This is a particularly relevant advantage, if com-
pared with focus groups. 
By facilitating dialogue and constructive communication, URL enables 
to generate shared and agreed-upon requirements, helps to make silent 
assumptions explicit and promotes a sort of double mirroring: stakehol-
ders mirror their own ideas into a single Lego model, and at the same 
time, they can see how their viewpoints are reflected in the models 
produced by their colleagues. 
While fostering buy-in to the company online communication websi-
te project, URL promotes a common shared understanding of online 
communication among key stakeholders, and helps fully integrating 
online communication within company’s strategies and everyday ma-
nagement. 
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Three limits are clearly seen in URL. 

Costs
An URL session requires a face-to-face workshop of 3 to 4 hours, whe-
re all key stakeholders interact together. Setting such a workshop can 
be difficult and it requires a significant effort on behalf of the client 
company or organization. However, results of an URL workshop are 
reached with other methodologies with more costs and efforts in term 
of money, time and other resources. 

Completeness of user requirements
URL provides sound user requirements, but it does not provide a com-
plete map of them. Saliency is favored over exhaustiveness. Therefore, it 
is useful to complement URL with other user requirements techniques, 
as it cannot be used as the only method to gather requirements in a 
complex project.

Willingness to dare
URL requires on the company side willingness to play and to be chal-
lenged in a new and unconventional way – a condition that sometimes 
can be hardly met. Good results are achieved by people and companies 
ready to take risks and experiment new practices. 

URL User Requirements with Lego

Limits oF UrL
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The use of Lego bricks as design tools for online communication at the 
Università della Svizzera italiana started in 2006. The laboratory we-
batelier.net with the support of the NewMinE Lab were involved. The 
background idea was the use of real bricks to think about abstract things, 
such as online communication features. The need to use metaphors when 
building with Lego bricks pushes people to share meanings and negotiate 
a common ground. 
After an exploratory phase, researchers started working with trivioqua-
drivio, a consultancy company based in Milan (Italy, www.triq.it) spe-
cialized in using Lego Serious Play. The aim was to apply the LSP me-
thodology to the design of web applications. The resulting methodology 
was defined with the support of Kartha, company based in Carpi (near 
Modena, Italy, www.kartha.it). The methodology was named Real Time 
Web and was first used at the end of 2007. As an international acade-
mic institute, webatelier.net published first results in two conferences: 
the 27th ACM international Conference on Design of Communication 
(SIGDOC ‘09) and the conference for Human Computer Interaction 
International, HCII 2009. 
After several workshops, the latest version of the methodology is presen-
ted here and re-named as URL, User Requirements with Lego. 

Many thanks to the people who contributed and tested this methodolo-
gy. Among them: 
•	Lego	company	and	its	people,	in	particular	Cecilia	Weckstrom.	
•	the	supporting	and	funding	companies:	
 trivioquadrivio (Leonardo Previ, Dario Villa, Paolo Antonini),
 and Kartha (Stefano Zanoli)

history oF UrL
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•	researchers	who	contributed	to	develop	the	methodology:	
 Davide Bolchini, Luca Botturi, Chiara Bramani, Leonora Giovanazzi, 
 Elena Marchiori, Emanuele Rapetti
•	collaborators	and	students:	Barbara	Biffi,	Barbara	Guggiari
•	all	the	people	involved	in	several	workshops

The work with Lego bricks yielded to two scientific publications: 
Cantoni L., Marchiori E., Faré M., Botturi L., Bolchini D. (2009). A sy-
stematic methodology to use Lego bricks in web communication design. 
In Proceedings of the 27th ACM international Conference on Design of 
Communication (Bloomington, Indiana, USA, October 05 - 07, 2009). 
SIGDOC ‘09. ACM, New York, NY, pp. 187-192.

Cantoni L., Botturi L., Faré M., Bolchini D. (2009). Playful Holistic 
Support to HCI Requirements using Lego Bricks. In M. Kurosu (ed.), 
Human Centered Design, HCII 2009, LNCS 5619, Springer-Verlag, 
Berlin Heidelberg, pp. 844-853.

URL User Requirements with Lego
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Organizing a workshop requires a careful planning and preparation. 
The consultant has to identify participants, find a suitable date and 
place and prepare materials.

PeoPLe 

PARTICIPANTS
An URL workshop requires the participation of the main stakeholders 
involved in communication activities, such as, for instance, the CEO, 
communication executives, corporate identity experts, legal consul-
tants, marketing and sales, IT staff. 
An URL workshop works well with 7- 12 people. If the stakeholders’ 
group is larger, it may be split in two smaller groups, setting up two 
tables. 

orgAnizing An UrL
worKshoP 

This section presents the URL: User Requirements with Lego metho-
dology in details, as well as practical issues about the organization of a 
workshop. 
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FACILITATOR
URL workshops are run through facilitation. The facilitator should be 
an URL expert and should be external to the stakeholders’ team. 
Main tasks of the facilitator are:
•	 design	of	workshop’s	goals	with	the	client
•	 plan	materials	and	spaces
•	 introduce	participants	to	the	method	
•	 assign	the	building	challenges	
•	 structure	the	workshop	phases
•	 manage	time	and	pace

The facilitator’s task is to get the group’s dialogue to serve its purpose 
and make the participants capable of expressing the ideas that are need-
ed for the group to reach its common goal. The facilitator should ask 
questions that encourage the participants to dig deeper into the mean-
ing of their model and the story attached to it.  
Her/his role is to accompany the team during the workshop phases, to 
listen to the participants and to answer the questions, but s/he inter-
venes as little as possible. For instances, s/he never touches the models. 

A good facilitator must be: 
•	 an	expert	of	URL	methodology	
•	 flexible	
 (adapting constantly the workshop structure to participants’ needs) 
•	 active	observer	and	listener
•	 able	to	summarize	others’	ideas	and	stories
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sPACe AnD time
LOCATION
An URL workshop takes place in a room with two big tables. One table 
is used to build models and all participants should seat around it. The 
second table will be used as “parking lot” for already built models and 
to prepare landscapes. Every participant should have enough space to 
express herself and everyone can easily reach the bricks. 

DURATION
A typical URL workshop requires about 3-4 hours. 

TIMING
Every step of an URL workshop has a precise timing. Each participant 
should have time to tell her/his stories and the overall time of the ses-
sion should not be too long. Controlling the timing and keeping the 
discussion on track are important tasks for the facilitator. 

PREPARATION
Every model built by participants should be described by a single key-
word. The keyword is written by the facilitator on a flag. Be sure to 
prepare the flags before the URL workshop. You may use paper tape 
and distinguish models type with different flagstaff colors. 

URL - User Requirements with Lego
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Lego BriCKs
An ad-hoc URL Lego KIT may be available in few months. In general, 
you need enough bricks so that every participant can build three mod-
els. A suitable set will include standard Lego bricks and special elements 
such as wheels, tires, windows, trees, minifigure parts, sticks, globes 
and small base plates. Be sure to have flags and connections. 

Specific kits for Lego Serious Play are recommended and can be or-
dered on the Serious Play website. 

Starter Kit
Product number 2000414
www.seriousplay.com/19609/2000414 
It includes: selection of standard Lego bricks combined with a few DU-
PLO elements; selection of special elements such as wheels, tires, win-
dows, trees, minifigure parts, sticks, globes and small base plates. 

Identity and Landscape Kit
Product number 2000415
www.seriousplay.com/19587/
The Lego Serious Play Identity and Landscape Kit is designed for use in 
conjunction with the Starter Kit (2000414). It includes: large special mix 
of Lego bricks combined with DUPLO elements including animals; ex-
tensive selection of special elements such as wheels, tires, windows, trees, 
minifigure parts, sticks, globes, spiral tubes, ladders, fences and spider 
webs; large selection of base plates; 3 grey plastic sorting trays.
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Connection Kit
Product number 2000413
www.seriousplay.com/19565/2000413
The Lego Serious Play Connections Kit is designed for use in conjunc-
tion with the Starter Kit (2000414) and the Identity and Landscape 
Kit (2000415). It includes: large selection of long Lego bricks; extensive 
selection of connecting elements such as spiral tubes, ladders, fences, 
bridges and strings.

0ther mAteriALs
CHECKLISTS
As annexes of this document, you will find a set of checklists to help 
you in organizing an URL workshop. Use them as reference or to take 
note of what participants say about every single model. 

PHOTOCAMERA
A visual documentation of models is needed to write the report. Be sure 
to have a camera (check battery and storage). If possible, a person in 
charge of taking pictures may be involved. Be sure to have a clean table 
as shooting desk. 

VOICE/VIDEO RECORDER 
Besides notes, you may want to record participants’ explanations. 
Be sure to inform them and get their agreement. 

URL - User Requirements with Lego
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MUSIC PLAYER
The workshop’s activities are performed on a musical background which 
supports lateral thinking and promotes a laid-off environment. We 
suggest to create a cd or a playlist with instrumental music. You may 
choose music that lasts exactly the time given for every single exercise. 

STOPWATCH
Time is really important and the facilitator should check it carefully. 

LABELS
A list of labels is needed. 

FLIPCHART
A flipchart with sheets and pens is needed. 
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An URL workshop involves several steps. URL is basically a sequence of 
facilitated and timed activities, following the format of LSP modules, and 
designed on the basis of the Online Communication Model (OCM). 
Hereafter an outline of the workshop is given, later on details on every sin-
gle activity will be explained.

UrL worKshoP 
steP By steP

# Activity Duration (about)
A Introduction, explanation of goals, theories 5-10 min
B1 Warm up: build the highest tower 5 min
B2 Warm up: metaphor, build dream/nightmare colleague 15-20 min
B3 Warm up: description, build something 15-20 min
C First challenge: your role 15-20 min
D Second challenge: user 15-20 min
E Third challenge: blackbox landscape 10-12 min 
F1 Fourth challenge: content or functionality 15-20 min
F2 Fourth (bis) challenge: functionality 15-20 min
G Fifth challenge: landscape 10-15 min
H Sixth challenge: connections 5 min
I Seventh challenge: final landscape 10-15 min
J Eight challenge: completeness check 10 min
 Total time about three hours 

The building challenges B2, B3, C, D, F1, F2 follow the main structure 
of Lego Serious Play activities, which include three phases: 

URL - User Requirements with Lego
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1. challenge: the facilitator poses the building challenge
  to the participants.
2. building: the participants build a Lego model representing 
 their reflections on the building challenge.
3. sharing: the participants share the meaning and the story 
 that they have assigned to their own models.
These 3 phases are repeated several times, beginning with a simple task 
and gradually up to more complex tasks. The building phase has a musi-
cal background. During the sharing phase, the facilitator asks each par-
ticipant to explain her/his model to everyone in about one minute. The 
starting order is not important and should be changed at every challenge. 
The facilitator listens carefully to the participant’s explanation, asks que-
stions if needed and asks for a single descriptive keyword. The keyword 
should be written on a flag which is stiked to the model. Flags of different 
colors could be used for different challenges (e.g. blue for roles, yellow for 
users, red for contents and black for functionalities), helping to clearly see 
differences when items are put together in the landscape.The facilitator 
writes on the flag then gives the flag to the participant, who puts it on the 
model. The facilitator never touches models. 

Each activity has a precise timing: 5 minutes for building individual 
models, about 1 minute for each participant to share the meaning of 

the model (i.e. 10-15 minutes depending on the size of the group). 
The reason to have a time limit is to prompt action and to 

keep the overall workshop within a defined time limit. 
The consultant may choose to allow for more

 time if useful (e.g. 7 minutes for building). 
The workshop’s basic structure can 

be fine-tuned for specific needs.
Activities are presented below in detail. 

the Context/worLD,
the reLevAnt inFo-mArKet

Contents
AnD 
serviCes

teChniCAL
instrUments
AnD User 
interFACe

PeoPLe, 
who ProDUCe,
UPDAte,
Promote, etC

PeoPLe 
who ACCess
AnD Use

yoUr roLe User

LAnDsCAPe

FinAL LAnDsCAPe

Content or 
FUnCtionALity

oCm & UrL
OCM and related URl activities
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introDUCtion 

The facilitator welcomes participants, introduces her/himself, explains 
the goal of the project and the goals of the workshop. Participants seat 
around the table, while the facilitator stands up and walks around. 
A brief introduction on the URL methodology is given and its basic rules 
explained. No detail is given about challenges that follows. Participants 
are invited to express themselves with the models, they are not judged, 
there is no right answer. They are asked to respect time constraints: ha-
ving few time pushes them to think with their hands since they do not 
have enough time to design the model before building it. 
The facilitator asks participants to introduce themselves. Goals of this 
first part are: introducing the methodology, presenting the workshop 
structure, knowing each other and creating a relaxed atmosphere.  

People involved: facilitator speaks, participants listen
Timing: 5 to 10 minutes

URL - User Requirements with Lego

A
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wArm UP: BUiLD the 
highest tower
The first three activities (Bx) are warm-ups in order to re-familiarize 
with Lego. The first one (B1) is to build a tower as high as possible. 
The facilitator asks the participants to build the highest tower they can 
(higher than the towers built by others). The only rule is that the tower 
should stand without help. Time is about 3 minutes. Before starting, 
the facilitator puts Lego bricks in the center of the table. Participants 
could take bricks from everywhere on the table (not only those in front 
of them). It is not allowed to reserve bricks. If one tries to reserve bricks, 
others could “steal” them. 
After 3 minutes, the facilitator asks to stop and looks at the towers, 
identifying the highest one. Then differences in building towers are 
pointed out, stating that there is no right or wrong way to build with 
Lego bricks. The facilitator could show some examples (e.g.: using flat 
bricks in vertical). 
The models are then demolished.

People involved: individual exercise
Timing: some time for explanations, 3 minute for building, some time 
for comments

B1

tower
“the highest tower built 
by a partecipant”
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wArm UP: metAPhor, 
BUiLD yoUr DreAm/
nightmAre CoLLeAgUe
Participants are requested to build a model that represents their dream 
colleague in 5 minutes (or nightmare, the facilitator decides only one 
and same challenge is given). More bricks and other Lego parts are put 
on the table (e.g. minifigures). From now on, bricks and parts are added 
as needed. After the models have been done, participants are asked to 
explain in about 1 minute each their model to the others. The facilitator 
asks questions to better understand the meanings of different parts of 
the models.  The models are then demolished.
After having introduced the method and got familiarity with Lego 
bricks, the facilitator underlines the fact that now the “serious play” 
begins. The facilitator highlights the three steps of the methodology, 
namely: building, metaphor and sharing.
 
People involved: individual exercise
Timing: some time for explanations, 
5 minutes for building, 
10-15 minutes for explanations
(about 1 minute for participant)

URL - User Requirements with Lego

B2

CLose minDeD
“my nightmare colleague stays in his office and 
never looks outside. His mind is closed.”
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wArm UP: 
BUiLD something AnD 
reinterPret it
The facilitator asks to build whatever everyone wants to. There is no 
rule, except using imagination and having fun. Once the models are 
done, the facilitator asks each participant to explain the model in 1 
minute. The facilitator attributes randomly a meaning to the model of 
each participant, one by one. For instance, the facilitator says “Please, 
explain us why your model represents X” and participants have to ex-
plain it according to the suggested meaning. 
This exercise helps participants understanding how powerful can meta-
phors be, and pushes them to stretch the tension between the actual 
model and what it can represent, according to the story/narrative at-
tached to it by its creator.  The models are then demolished for the last 
time. Here you can find some suggestions for this exercise:

Explain why your model represents:
•	 a	dream	holiday	 •	 the	ideal	home
•	 your	favorite	activity	 •	 your	favorite	song
•	 a	relaxing	day	 •	 your	neighbor
•	 an	ingenious	invention	 •	 the	car	of	the	future

People involved: individual 
exercise
Timing: some time for explana-
tions, 
5 minutes for building, 10-15 
minutes for explanations 
(about 1 minute for each partici-
pant)

B3
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First ChALLenge: 
yoUr roLe
The facilitator asks participants to build a model that represents how 
everyone thinks he or she can contribute to the online communication 
project. 
It is also explained that the models which will be built in the next steps 
have to be solid in order to facilitate their displacement.
The challenge may be explained with sentences like: “Please, build a 
model that represents your role in the project, your contribution, what 
you can do in the project.”
Once built the model, everyone has to briefly explain it to the others. 
The facilitator asks for a single word that describes the model, then 
writes it on a flag and gives it to the participant, who puts the flag on 
the model. The model is moved to another table and a picture is taken.

OCM pillar 3: people who manage the website
People involved: individual exercise
Timing: some time for explanations, 
5 minutes for building, 
10-15 minutes for explanations 
(about 1 minute for each participant)

URL - User Requirements with Lego

C

DeveLoPer
one of the participants is a web developer and 
describes his role in the project: 
“I am a developer, I take pieces of technology and 
use them to put together the website.”
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seConD ChALLenge: 
User
The facilitator asks participants to build a model that represents a rel-
evant user type of the web application. More than names, the models 
represent the main features of specific users, and why/how/when they 
might use the website. 
Once built the model, everyone has to briefly explain it to the others. 
The facilitator asks for a single word that describes the model, then 
writes it on a flag and gives it to the participant, who puts the flag on 
the model. 
The model is moved to another table and a picture is taken.

OCM pillar 4: visitors
People involved: individual exercise
Timing: some time for explanations, 5 minutes for building,
10-15 minutes for explanations 
(about 1 minute for each participant)

D

reseArCher
a team is building a website for a research group 
in human computer interaction.
A participant thinks that most important users for 
the website are other researchers: 
“Our main user is a researcher.”
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thirD ChALLenge: 
BLACKBox LAnDsCAPe
The models are arranged on the second table, participants stand up and 
walk around the second table. The facilitator puts in the middle a sym-
bolic object (the black-box) which represents the web site or application 
as a whole.
Participants have 10-15 minutes to create a landscape, i.e. to position 
the models according to a shared meaning/narrative. 
This black-box landscape is the first step in collaborative thinking and 
team alignment. Shared models are built by combining individual 
models into a single landscape, through a process of dialogue and ne-
gotiation. At the end of this exercise, one participant on behalf of the 
whole group explains in a narrative way how the landscape was built, 
its structure and meaning. 
The facilitator does not intervene during the group negotiation, but can 
answer to specific questions and can ask questions him/herself after the 
presentation of the landscape. 

OCM pillars 3: managers, 
and 4: visitors, as wells as partially
the fifth element: the context
People involved: 
group activity
Timing: some time for 
explanations, 
10-15 minutes for creating 
the landscape, 
2 minutes for explanations. 
Pictures of the landscape are 
taken. 

URL - User Requirements with Lego

e

reseArCher
Participants negotiate the landscape
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FoUrth ChALLenge: 
Content or 
FUnCtionALity
Back to individual activity (and sitting around the first table, while the 
second table remains quiet with the black-box landscape): the facilita-
tor asks participants to build a model that represents the most relevant/
important content item or functionality in the web site. 
Once built the model, everyone has to briefly explain it to the others. 
The facilitator asks for a single word that describes the model, then 
writes it on a flag and gives it to the participant, who puts the flag on 
the model. 
The model is moved to the other table and a picture is taken.
According to needs, this challenge could be repeated asking to build 
one model for content and one model for functionality. 

OCM pillar 1: content and functionality, and partially 2: user interface
People involved: individual exercise
Timing: some time for explanations, 5 minutes for building, 
10-15 minutes for explanations (1 minute for each participant)

F1/F2

virtUAL toUr: 
a participant, designing a website for a shop, 
says that the most important content is a virtual tour: 
“The website should offer a virtual tour of our shop.”
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FiFth ChALLenge: 
LAnDsCAPe
Participants move again to the second table. The black-box is removed 
and replaced by content and functionality models. The facilitator asks 
participants to rearrange the whole landscape in order to fit the new 
situation and to make sense of it through a consistent narrative. Again, 
only one person on behalf of the group describes the full landscape. 
The facilitator does not intervene during the group negotiation, but can 
answer to specific questions and can ask questions him/herself after the 
presentation of the landscape. 

OCM pillars: all of them
People involved: group activity
Timing: some time for explanations, 10-15 minutes for rearranging 
the landscape, 2 minutes for explanation 

URL - User Requirements with Lego

g
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sixth ChALLenge: 
ConneCtions
The facilitator gives participants connecting pieces and asks them to 
link models. Two connections per participant are allowed: one between 
a manager model and a content/functionality model (indicating a ma-
nagement relationship), and another one between a user model and a 
content/functionality model (indicating a use relationship). This allows 
identifying more central or peripheral parts of the web, like e.g. some 
models with no connections at all and other models highly connected. 

OCM pillars: entire picture
People involved: individual exercise
Timing: some time for explanations, 5 minutes for building, 
10-15 minutes for explanations (about 1 minute for each participant)

h
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seventh ChALLenge:
FinAL LAnDsCAPe
The facilitator invites participants to revise/refine connections. In parti-
cular, models without any connection should be carefully checked. If a 
content/functionality has no connection with a user, it could be useless, 
if it has no connection with a manager, nobody would possibly take 
care of it. If a manager has no connection with a content/functionality, 
her/his role is not clear. If a user has no connection with a content/fun-
ctionality, nothing is provided for her/him on the website. 

OCM pillars:  entire picture
People involved: group activity
Timing: some time for explanations, 5 minutes for building, 
10-15 minutes for explanations

URL - User Requirements with Lego

i
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eight ChALLenge:
ComPLeteness CheCK
A completeness check is done. In particular, are all relevant stakehold-
ers represented in the landscape? Is any important content or function-
ality missing. Is some important user not here?
A list is created and written on the flipchart. 

OCM pillars: entire picture
People involved: group activity

J
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After the workshop, the consulting team produces a report which sum-
marizes the main results. Context, goals, participants, models (keyword, 
description, pictures), landscape pictures and explanations, conclusions 
are clearly written. 

An example of a report table of content is presented below: 
 Executive summary
 Table of content
 Context
  Description of the company and of the project
  URL short description
 Goals
  Of the project
  Of the URL session
 Participants
  Complete list with names and functions, if possible a group picture
 Your role
  Models: keyword, description, picture, author, general comments
 Users
  Models: keyword, description, picture, author, general comments
 Black-box landscape
  Narrative, general comments
 Content and/or functionalities
  Models: keyword, description, picture, author, general comments
 Landscape
  Narrative, general comments
 Connection landscape
  Narrative, general comments
 Conclusions
  Main results
  Identification of critical points or challenging design issues
 Reference of the consultancy company

UrL worKshoP:
rePort
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/*
Anne-

xes
*/ 
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BeFore the worKshoP
❏ define the goals 
❏ find a date which is ok for everyone 
❏ find the room and book it
❏ plan 3-4 hours for the URL session
❏ room set-up: tables and chairs

PrePAring mAteriAL
❏ Lego Kit (connections, flags, minifigures)
❏ Lego black-box (for the 1st landscape)
❏ Video Recorder or Audio Recorder (check the battery!)
❏ Camera (check the battery!)
❏ Laptop with Music player or hi-fi system
❏ URL CD or instrumental playlist
❏ bloc-notes and pen 
❏ watch or timer 
❏ adhesive (for keywords on flags)
❏ tickets with fixed meaning for models (for 2nd warm-up exercise)
❏ name badges for participants 
❏ flipchart with sheets and pens

PeoPLe
❏ 1 facilitator
❏ 1 “cameraman”
❏ Participants; 5-10 stakeholders 

CheCKList 
URL - User Requirements with Lego
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ACtivity DUrAtion
(ABoUt)

Set-up the room
Organize the room with tables and chairs, 
get the material ready

Welcome the participants and illustrate the main 
steps in the session. Distribute the badges.

A Introduction, explanation of goals and background 
theories

5-10 min

B1 Warm up: build the highest tower
Place Lego bricks in the middle of the table  
(without minifigures, flags and connections!)
Explain exercise: highest tower, should stand by 
itself, 3 minutes
Music – 3 minutes for building
End
Applause for the winner
Destroy towers

5 min

B2 Warm up: metaphor, build dream/nightmare 
colleague
Explain the 3 methodology steps: building, 
metaphor, sharing
Explain exercise
Music – 5 minutes for building
End
Explanation: 1 minutes each
Destroy models

15-20 min

B3 Warm up: build something and reinterpret it 
Ask to build whatever they want
Music – 5 minutes for building
End
Explanation: 1 minutes each, give new meaning
Ask for questions
Destroy models

15-20 min

C First challenge: your role
Explain exercise
Music – 5 minutes for building
End
Explanation: 1 minutes each
Ask for keyword and write it on a flag
Put model on second table
Take a picture
Record the stories

15-20 min

D Second challenge: user
Explain exercise
Music – 5 minutes for building
End
Explanation: 1 minutes each
Ask for keyword and write it on a flag
Put model on second table
Take a picture

15-20 min

the worKshoP
steP By steP

ACtivity
DUrAtion

(ABoUt)

e Third challenge: blackbox landscape
Move to second table
Explain exercise
Put black box in the middle
Go away while participants discuss 10 minutes
End
One participant tells you about the narrative 2 min.
Take a picture
Record the stories

10-12 min

F Fourth challenge: content or functionality
Explain exercise
Music – 5 minutes for building
End
Explanation: 1 minutes each
Ask for keyword and write it on a flag
Put model on second table
Take a picture
Record the stories

15-20 min

F2 Fourth (bis) challenge: functionality
Explain exercise
Music – 5 minutes for building
End
Explanation: 1 minutes each
Ask for keyword and write it on a flag
Put model on second table
Take a picture
Record the stories

15-20 min

g Fifth challenge: landscape
Move to second table
Remove the black box and ask to replace it with 
models built 
Go away while participants discuss 10 minutes
End
One participant tells you about the narrative 2 min.
Take a picture
Record the stories

10-15 min

h Sixth challenge: connections
Give the connections and ask to put 2 different 
types of connection in the landscape: one color for 
roles and content/functionalities and the other for 
user and content/functionality.
3 minutes + explanation

5 min

i Seventh challenge: final landscape
Go away while participants discuss 10 minutes
End
One participant tells you about the narrative 2 min.
Take a picture
Record the stories

10-15 min

J Eight challenge: completeness check
Altogether, observe the landscape and identify peri-
pheral and central parts 
Find models left alone
Remember to take pictures!

10 min
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webatelier.net is a research and development laboratory of the Faculty 
of Communication Sciences of the Università della Svizzera italiana 
(University of Lugano, Switzerland). webatelier.net deals with a broad 
range of topics related to new media in communication, in particolar 
in the tourism sector.
Mission: to investigate online communication as a true human activity, 
with a long-term, comprehensive and holistic approach. In particular, 
stressing human growth and quest for meaning in touristic experiences 
– eTourism.

weBAteLier.net

The New Media in Education Laboratory – NewMinE Lab – is a re-
search and development laboratory of the Faculty of Communication 
Sciences at the Università della Svizzera italiana (University of Luga-
no, Switzerland). NewMinE people are a dynamic group committed to 
achieve excellence in both research and practice, exploring digital me-
dia innovations in all fields of education and in development processes.
Mission: to investigate online communication as a true human activity,
with a long-term, comprehensive and holistic approach. In particular, 
stressing human growth and quest for meaning in educational expe-
riences – eLearning – as well as in international development – ICT4D.

If  you are interested to partecipate to an URL training workshop, feel 
free to contact us. 

newmine

Università della svizzera italiana
Faculty of Communication sciences
via giuseppe Buffi 13
Ch - 6904 Lugano (switzerland)
tel. +41 (0)58 666 47 88 / 49
Fax. +41 (0)58 666 46 47
email: info@webatelier.net
www.webatelier.net

Università della svizzera italiana
Faculty of Communication sciences
via giuseppe Buffi 13
Ch - 6904 Lugano (switzerland)
tel. +41 (0)58 666 46 74
Fax. +41 (0)58 666 46 47
email: info@newmine.org
www.newmine.org

ContACts
URL - User Requirements with Lego
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